UNIT 5:

Tent Roof.
A Suitable Helper. MORALITY
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12th Grade
In order to search for the truth I have to be critical.

The world doesn’t offer me happiness.
The truth is written in my heart.
Morality is a walking stick along my path.
Life, a GIFT.

3. Where Can I Look for the Greater Good?
“I am the way and the
truth and the life”
Jn 14:6.

Recognizing the morality of acts and their consequences, in addition to the end, means
and circumstances that make an act morally good. Where to seek the Greater Good.
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My ACTS are always MORAL because I am a PERSON and
MORALITY is a characteristic that is proper to the person.

What does depend on me, on my freedom, reason and will, is
whether my acts are MORALLY GOOD or MORALLY EVIL.
The goodness of acts depends on each one of their elements
being good as well:
I MYSELF choose the intention and the object. The
circumstances that I experience aren’t sufficient to judge whether
an act is morally good or not.
For an act to be morally good, the end does not justify the
means. In other words, a morally good act cannot come from an evil
act.
There are acts that, in and of themselves, independent of their
circumstances and intentions, are illicit; one example of this is
killing.
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My acts have consequences. ALWAYS!
These consequences can be good or evil, according to
whether my acts are good or evil.
These consequences don’t just affect me, my happiness,
my dignity and my fullness as a person, but they also affect
and touch the hearts and lives of other people.
What I do, my behavior, my attitude and my actions
either make me grow as a person or damage me, make me
little. They have the same effects on other people, too.
I am called to be fully happy, being what I AM: image and
likeness of God. And God, who is LOVE, is GOODNESS.
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TIMING AND MATERIALS
This lesson is designed for students in the 12th grade.
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